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it’s a great honour for Cairns and Tropical North 
Queensland to be participating for our first time in 
the world-renowned Johor bahru arts Festival.

Johor bahru and Cairns share much in common: we 
are world-class tropical cities, strategically located 
in the growing asia-Pacific region. both popular 
international tourist destinations, our cities have a 
strong appeal to visitors seeking rich and unique 
cultural experiences. 

significantly, as dynamic creative hubs, we embrace 
our diverse cultures and celebrate the talents of  
our vibrant artists.

Cairns is one of  australia’s most multicultural cities, 
and our residents and visitors embrace our rich 
offering of  exhibitions, performances, concerts and 
festivals. Cairns regional Council recognises the 
economic importance of  our creative industries, 
and we support the sector’s growth by providing 
high quality cultural facilities and programs, and 
support for amateur and professional artists and 
arts organisations.

our indigenous aboriginal and Torres strait 
islander people have a rich history dating back 
thousands of  years, and they enthusiastically 
share their authentic traditions with visitors 
through art, dance, music and story telling. Their 
distinctive art and culture is influenced by our 
region’s natural landscape of  tropical rainforest, 
reef-fringed islands and rugged outback terrain. 
each year, Cairns hosts australia’s premier 
indigenous art festival and ethical marketplace. 
much like the Johor bahru indigenous Festival 
2015 (iF 2015), the Cairns indigenous art Fair 
is a major tourism drawcard and important social 
and cultural celebration that creates vital economic 
opportunities for local artists.

Cairns has a strong and enduring relationship with 
malaysia spanning almost 150 years, from the Gold 
rush era of  the 1870s when malay and Chinese 
immigrants played a vital role in our region’s early 
development and prosperity. This relationship is 
even stronger today, with direct silk air links from 
singapore to Cairns opening exciting new doors 

for business, education, tourism and cultural 
exchanges.

our Tropics > Tropics program at iF 2015 is an 
inspirational joint venture showcasing our region’s 
vibrant cultural heritage. it is an ideal platform for 
audiences to delve into our unique culture, to share 
our creative skills in arts, music, dance, fashion 
and film, and to pave the way for ever-increasing 
cultural tourism audiences.

i hope our month-long exhibition whets your 
appetite to experience more of  what we have to 
offer in Cairns and Tropical North Queensland.

i wish the Johor society for the Performing arts well 
for a successful 2015 Festival and look forward 
to this being the start of  a fruitful collaboration 
and friendship for our regions’ arts and cultural 
communities.

A Message from Cr Bob Manning 
Mayor of Cairns
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it is our honour to extend our warmest welcome 
to the delegation from Cairns, Tropical North 
Queensland to the inaugural Johor bahru 
indigenous arts Fair 2015.  We hope the delegates 
will take this opportunity to enjoy our hospitality 
and get a taste of  all that Johor bahru has to offer.

Johor bahru is the second largest city in malaysia 
and is the capital of  the southernmost state 
of  Johor.  Johor bahru Tengah is one of  three 
municipalities that make up the district of  Johor 
bahru and part of  iskandar malaysia.

The Johor bahru Tengah municipal Council is 
increasingly cognizant of  the importance of  the 
promotion and development of  arts and culture, 
both in terms of  preserving the diverse cultural 
heritage of  our multicultural communities as well 
as in its increasing economic returns.  To this end, 
we appreciate this collaboration with the diverse 
community of  Cairns, North Queensland who 
have organised its world renown annual Cairns 
indigenous art Fair since 2009 and hope to learn 
from their success.

Tropics to Tropics is the title given to the inaugural 
Jb indigenous arts Fair 2015 and is a collaboration 
that will showcase the differences and similarities 
between the indigenous arts and Craft of  the 
indigenous people of  australia and malaysia.  We 
look forward to the strengthening of  our friendship 
and deeper appreciation of  our similarities over our 
differences through collaborations like this.

once again, our warmest welcome to the  diverse 
delegation from North Queensland.

A message from Dr. Badrul Hisham Kassim 
President of Johor Bahru Tengah Municipal Council
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The world’s tropical region has long captivated the 
imagination of outsiders. aristotle viewed the “Torrid 
Zone” as an uninhabitable region of oppressive 
heat and pestilence, early europeans explorers 
and colonisers considered the region to be full of  
opportunity and ripe for discovery and exploitation, 
scientists have long worked to uncover its secrets, 
artists have been inspired by it, and it has been 
idealised as a paradise. 

The tropical region is home to the oldest living 
cultures on earth. most of the world’s languages are 
spoken in a broad area on either side of the equator 
– in south-east asia and the Pacific, india, africa, and 
south america. Differences in language and culture 
provide different perspectives on the region’s unique 
challenges. languages and art that have evolved 
alongside complex ecosystems provide unique insight 
about how to use, manage and preserve those 
ecosystems. The secrets to sustainable development 
in the Tropics may well be found in the culture and 
languages of the people who reside there – rather 
than policies and solutions imposed from the outside.

Currently around 40% of the world’s population lives 
in the Tropics. at current rates of population growth, 
by 2050, more than half of the world’s people will 
live in the region. Currently just over half the world’s 
children under 15 years old live in a tropical region 
– by 2050 two out of every three will be living in the 
Tropics. We need to ensure that these young people 
can grow up in a place where they can participate 
and contribute meaningfully to their nations and build 
productive and satisfying lives for themselves and their 
families, or we must consider the alternative, including 
the potential for new waves of extremism off the back 
of alienation, disadvantage and poverty.

at the heart of the Tropics is James Cook university, 
a leading tropical institution dedicated to creating 
a brighter future for life in the Tropics world-wide 
through graduates and discoveries that make a 
difference. We have taken the lead in urging the 
world to understand the importance of this region by 
convening the state of the Tropics project, an initiative 
of 12 research institutions from across the globe. 
The state of the Tropics assessment demonstrates 

that nations in the Tropics have made extraordinary 
progress across a wide range of environmental, social 
and economic indicators in recent decades. rapid 
population and economic growth mean its influence 
is set to rise dramatically in coming decades. The 
nature of this influence will depend on how the region 
addresses its many challenges, and whether it realises 
its potential and opportunity.

James Cook university and the state of the Tropics 
project are pleased to support this exhibition which will 
showcase what is unique about the environment and 
culture of tropical australia but will also demonstrate 
something shared, a connection across the Tropics 
which goes beyond arbitrary national borders and is 
found in shared challenges, unique ecosystems and 
a history of ancient trade and modern colonisation 
which has subsequently emerged into a modern, 
global relationship where the tropical region is more 
connected than ever. 

The Tropics is our place and we are dedicated to being 
active participants to ensure our place fulfils its potential.

A Message from Professor Sandra Harding 
Vice Chancellor and President, James Cook University
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JuTe Theatre Company is proud to be part of  the 
Johor bahru indigenous Festival 2015 (iF 2015) 
in malaysia, which is now in it’s 11th year of  
showcasing the performing arts including music, 
theatre, dance, visual arts and comedy.

JuTe is assisting in sending 13 artists to the 
festival as part of  the “Tropics to Tropics” initiative 
being co-ordinated by Dr sasi victoire to bring 
the “best elements of  Cairns” to the city for the 
festival.

an entire week is being devoted to the performing 
arts from Cairns, including artists who have 
exhibited from Kick arts and umi arts as well as 
JuTe Theatre Company writers and performers.

Performance poet helen ramoutsaki, who has 
come through the New Works Department at JuTe, 
has developed projects that have gone on to be 
produced by the company.

suellen maunder artistic Director and Ceo of  JuTe 
says: “it is lovely seeing our JuTe family spread 

their wings and be part of  something much larger. 
more than anything though, i think sasi’s initiative 
to showcase our wonderful regional talent and 
cultural vibrancy to malaysia is part of  a bigger 
picture to encourage people from these other 
regions to come to Cairns and experience more of  
what they saw in Johor bahru. it is cultural tourism 
at work.

“Cairns regional Council has shown real vision in 
assisting sasi to develop and further relationships 
within the arts and cross promote these two terrific 
regional cities – Cairns and Johor bahru.

“The festival literature says that the hallmark of  
any great city is its ability to connect the arts and 
culture to the resident and business communities, 
and Cairns regional Council recognises this in 
helping sasi cross promote our two tropical cities, 
so bouquets to our council,” says suellen.

The festival is part Johor bahru’s decision to 
expand and promote the arts at both a community 
and international level. They write: “as the city 

expands its local and global reach, so must it 
continue to embrace and promote the arts – both 
at a community and international level – as well as 
showcase the rich and historical culture of  Johor 
and malaysia to its many residents and visitors.

A Message from Suellen Maunder 
Artistic Director/Chief Executive Officer, Jute Theatre Company
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Johor bahru’s status is fast becoming an 
increasingly popular tourist destination with a 
growing arts and cultural scene. The Jb visual 
arts Festival carves an enviable position as a 
destination event attracting a large targeted 
audience with its program of  activities.

Tropics > Tropics will showcase and highlight the 
arts from Cairns Far North Queensland, a regional 
centre similar to Johor bahru. The collaboration 
between the two cities aims to facilitate the sharing 
and transferring of  skills to lay a foundation for 
future collaborations both in visual and performing 
arts.  Tropics > Tropics will promote mutual 
cultural understanding in a diverse program 
focusing on the best elements of  Cairns, including 
art, theatre and music.

The Tropics>Tropics forum will help establish 
ties between the two cities for skill sharing 
and partnerships, in terms of  climate and 
environmental studies. This partnership will be 
useful for the conservation of  Johor’s own islands 
through research and development.

in recognition of  the united Nations’ international 
Day of  the World’s indigenous Peoples, Johor 
bahru: international Festival City is proud to 
present the inaugural Johor bahru indigenous 
arts Fair 2015 – the first of  its kind in the country 
to pay tribute to its first sons and daughters 
which will run concurrently in November with 
Tropics>Tropics.

before there was an ‘australia’ or a ‘malaysia’, 
there were the indigenous communities of  both 
lands, each with their own distinct cultures and 
unique stories to tell.

it is an opportunity for people to acknowledge 
that indigenous cultures – the world’s longest 
continuing traditions – is not a fossilised 
expression of  an unchanging society. indigenous 
cultures are continuously evolving, incorporating 
the past, present and future into a complete 
and present reality. The voices of  these 
communities should be heard and empowered, 
while the richness and diversity of  their cultures 
celebrated… not forgotten.

in malaysia itself, many of  us are probably unaware 
about the art and culture of  our own indigenous 
peoples, from the orang asli of  Peninsular 
malaysia, to the Dayaks in sarawak and the 
Kadazan-Dusun, bajau, and murut in sabah. These 
communities and their music, dance, visual arts, 
and other cultural art forms rarely receive the 
recognition they should, which the Jb indigenous 
arts Fair aims to showcase.

We are definitely looking forward to learning more 
about our own indigenous peoples – but we are 
even more excited to share this experience with our 
friends from Far North Queensland! it is time for 
indigenous communities to also take the stage and 
be celebrated!

it is with pleasure we welcome the Tropics>Tropics 
tour to our city Johor bahru.

A Message from Suzie Yap 
Festival director
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Tropical North Queensland,  
Theatre, Music, Visual Art
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as early as 19th and 20th century, the Tropics have 
stirred the imagination of  many artists, writers and 
travellers. in european minds it has inspired the 
movement of  people to faraway places to travel in 
search of  the mythical exotic paradise.

henri rousseau never left France, but instead 
visited the le Jardin des Plantes in Paris to paint 
mythologized tropical scenes. inspired by its 
tropical flora and fauna, he said, “When i go into 
the glass houses and i see the strange plants of  
exotic lands, it seems to me that i enter into a 
dream.” his work then influenced many later avant-
garde painters, including Cézanne and Gauguin. 
many books use the Tropics as a setting referring 
to it as the Torrid Zone.

The Tropics is home to a culturally diverse group 
from Cairns who live and work here.

“Tropical australia is unique in its landscapes, 
psyches and cultures. it is also a place of  cultural 
diversity, with some areas where people of  
culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds 
make up to 15 per cent of  the population.

When people migrate, they bring along their 
cultures- reflected in language, poetry, music, fine 
arts and other creative mediums. The settlement 
process of  immigrants is complex and multi- 

dimensional. The transplantation of  multicultural 
arts in host society poses challenges and 
opportunities.” (etropic 10 (2011): babacan, ‘multi 
is my Culture’).

one such opportunity that presented itself  is the 
invitation by suzie yap, the tireless director of  the 
Johor artfest. it was her vision to expand the local 
artfest to be an international art Festival in 2015 
for malaysia’s year of  Festivals. Johor bahru is a 
lesser-known city and is located in the shadows, 
over the causeway from singapore. both Cairns 
and Johor bahru as areas struggle for visibility and 
commercial viability, as both cities journey forward 
in these economically stringent times. They share a 
similar tropical environment but possess a shared 
tenacious spirit to showcase the best of  what their 
cities have to offer. 

This tour is a welcomed opportunity in my role 
as curator to act as a cultural broker for the city 
of  Cairns and form a connection to my place of  
origin, malaysia. it allows me to showcase Cairns 
to a broader asian audience as an art and cultural 
hub and develop its social capital. The tropics as 
a common theme forms the basis of  a week- long 
focus on the diversity of  and around Cairns, its 
theatre, its music and its arts. 

The Tropics> Tropics Tour is made up of  theatre 
performers, artists and musicians who uncover 
their relationship to the tropical landscape through 
art, lyrics, poetry and dance. it introduces the 
diversity of  the indigenous cultures (aboriginal and 
Torres strait) that is unique to Cairns and share its 
similarity to malaysia’s orang asli, who continue to 
fight for recognition as its traditional people of  the 
land and secure their political rights as such.

an exhibition of  artworks on the theme of  the 
tropics will also open a conversation on the value 
and importance of  the tropics for the future. it 
forms links with a recent landmark paper release by 
James Cook university in 2014. The paper explores 
the role of  science and innovation on the issues of  
the Torrid Zone, to create a brighter future for the 
tropics and its people, worldwide. 

The key objective of  the paper was ”to enable a 
better understanding of  the tropical world, the key 
challenges of  the Zone as well as the opportunities 
it provides. it is time to take seriously this lateral, 
horizontal view of  the world, to focus on the Torrid 
Zone, revealing the common and uncommon issues 
of  the tropical world, finally recognising it as a 
major, geo-political region demanding the attention 
of  world leaders.” 

Tropics > Tropics Curator, Sasi Victoire
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Through the exhibition, however, we look at the 
Tropics as a source of  inspiration of  how the 
surrounding lands, its flora and its fauna impact 
on the imagination of  artists who live here. Their 
works reflect a celebration of  life in the Tropics and 
draw upon the physical and spiritual landscape for 
a variety of  subject matter for this exhibition. 

in each piece of  work in the exhibition, the artist 
responds to place that is the tropics. Whatever 
the process of  choice, the artist’s need to locate 
oneself  in a particular space, in order to articulate 
and describe oneself   is not merely in relation to 
the physical and spatial specificity but also in terms 
of  historical element of  memory, time and place.

Together with mainstream artists, Cairns is also 
home to many celebrated indigenous artists whose 
work depicts their connection to the land and 
their cultural heritage. The wildlife, the plants that 
rely on the seasons, the fruits and the rivers that 
provide their medicine and food source also have 
special significance in the rituals and dance. along 
with management, custodianship and preservation 
of  indigenous heritage, protection of  waterways for 
future generations these form relevant themes for 
art making. 

The excess of  water, damp, heat and humidity all 
impact on the imagination of  creative minds of  
the artists who live and work here. The dramatic 
change in the weather during the seasonal wet 
also has a major impact on the lives of  the people 
in Tropical North Queensland. This is a shared 
experience with the people of  Johor along with 
the disappearing mangroves, fish and issues that 
reflect the need for conservation.

it is with great pleasure and pride that i take my 
place of  settlement to the place where i was born, 
to brag, to share and to bring together the diverse 
but not so different cultures to create a platform of  
exchange and friendship.
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Far North Queensland is the only region in the world where two World 
heritage sites connect. in celebration of  this, from the rainforest 
to the Great barrier reef  and across the ocean to Johor bahru in 
malaysia, the art exhibition, Tropics > Tropics encompasses the rich 
artistic diversity of  Far North Queensland’s artists who while based in 
Cairns, are from various regions, communities and backgrounds.

Cairns plays host to diverse cultures, an evergreen, tropical 
environment that is the playground for many indigenous and australian 
artists who are represented in Tropics > Tropics. The exhibition 
showcases the strength of  the visual artists who work in Far North 
Queensland. 

The indigenous exhibitors in Tropics > Tropics are influenced by many 
of  the reoccurring themes. Their works explore and relate to the 
land, sea, beliefs, totems, sea country, food, environment, location, 
connection, identity, social issues, land issues, history, way of  life, 
dislocation from country and or people, cultural heritage, connection 
and association to urban areas.

Australian Indigenous Arts Consultant, Teho Ropeyarn, UMI Arts, Cairns



Glenn has been working as a filmmaker in Cairns for the 
past 5 years.

he has produced films for clients such as Jaguar, virgin 
airlines, Tourism australia and red bull, however his 
most enjoyable experiences as a film maker comes from 
capturing the stories of  people that call the tropics their 
home.

“The rainforest and the sea have been my two most 
favourite places since i can remember.  since moving from 
the hustle of  sydney to Far North Queensland, i feel at 
home where we are spoilt with such beautiful rainforests 
and oceans. To me it is the most beautiful and inspiring 
place to be. as a filmmaker, the colours and contrasts of  
the tropics, the greens, blues, and afternoon yellows, fires 
off  my creativity“.

Glenn will be filming the Tropics > Tropics tour and 
later showing the documentary to audiences in Cairns. 
his aim is to further connect the two cities through a 
visual dialogue.
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Tropics > Tropics Videographer, Glenn Sagger



Performers
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Helen Ramoutsaki
“Wet: an appetite for the tropics” 

helen ramoutsaki uses her experience of  living 
in Queensland’s Wet Tropics to tell the story of  a 
newcomer developing relationships with a place 
and its inhabitants. 

Performances mesh together photographs and 
poems of  the region, revealing what makes her 
heart beat faster and her wandering cease. 

as she serves up this personally-harvested taste 
of  life in the tropics, helen invites you to relish 
the sights and sounds and to also take away a 
renewed appetite for your own home place. 

helen invites us all to consider our relationship 
to place and others, especially within our natural 
environment.

During the festival helen will share some 
shorter ‘side dishes’ as well as a longer extract 
from her newly-crafted ‘main course’ offering.
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Zenadth Kes Group 
Norah Bagiri and friends
living in the Torres strait allows us as Torres 
strait islanders, to culturally enjoy the beautiful 
surroundings of  our many tropical islands on 
the land and the sea.

We have been taught the traditions and culture 
of  our ancestors, on how to become one with 
the land and the sea.

We tell our cultural stories of  the history of  our 
people; the seasons, the change in the wind and 
tide; the weather, the call of  the storm bird that 
notifies us of  the approaching monsoon; our 
rich soil and the plantation of  our plants and 
the plentiful fruit and vegetable gardens; the 
sound of  the men late at night, preparing their 
dinghies to journey out to sea to hunt for food 
and on their return, they are guided by the stars 
to find their way home.

We tell these stories through our songs and 
dances, our art, instruments and artefacts.

The tropics of  the Torres strait is our home...

experience the Zenadth Kes Group’s 
performances of  songs, stories and dances.
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Jeremiah Johnson
at home in australia, Jeremiah Johnson is regarded 
as a thoughtful and insightful writer. his music 
tastefully blends ambient slide guitar and moves 
into an array of  merged styles stemming from folk, 
world, roots, country and rock.

Primarily driven by living in the tropical climate, 
Jeremiah is fascinated with how people share life 
together in the tropics and other places in the 
world.

Jeremiah is a family man and a well-known figure in 
the arts community of  tropical north Queensland. 
he tours the australia regularly and loves the 
ocean and the Coral reef.

Jeremiah is described in australia as a 
Contemporary Folk singer songwriter and thus 
enjoys to share a story or two of  his own life 
experiences. 
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Leanne Tennant
leanne describes her music as ‘Front-porch folk’ and ‘alt-country’. 
Powered by passion and real-life tales, her sound will linger in your 
thoughts.

as a young girl she grew up in Papua New Guinea before 
relocating to australia and ending up in Cairns. both places have 
a similar environment with long wet seasons, stifling humidity, 
insects, sweat and ceiling fans. The intensity of  the tropics comes 
through in some of  her music.

“i have always been 
inspired by my 
environment, whether 
that environment be 
the company i keep, the 
places i travel or the 
towns in which i reside.”
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Workshops
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sasi is presenting a variety of  direct print techniques 
during her workshops in Johor bahru.

Sasi Victoire
sasi is a visual artist with a love of  printmaking. at studio 
indigo, in the northern beaches of  Cairns, she conducts work-
shops, and creates and exhibits new works.

as a daughter of  the Tropics, rubber and oil palm plantations 
in malaysia were playgrounds for her imagination. it was the 
beginning of  a unique and interesting childhood that helped 
grow her wings to fly and fulfil her personal dreams.

sasi arrived in melbourne in 1970, to further her education. 
her personal choices away from safe and familiar paths, has 
directed her to an exciting journey through visual art. as artist/
printmaker in Cairns, she has toured many exhibitions. she 
also works as a curator, and manages selected national and 
international art projects. 

Cairns, where she now lives provides an inspiring platform and 
a magnificent setting to realise her love of  art in its various 
forms. it is a place where she continues to grow as an artist to 
challenge herself  and establish her place amongst many, in its 
artistic landscape.
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For the workshops in Johor bahru, she will work with the other 
australian artists to introduce simple direct printing techniques. 
These include monoprinting, and relief  and intaglio techniques.

Elizabeth Hunter
elizabeth hunter is master Printmaker. she is a highly creative 
professional with over 25 years of  international experience in the 
areas of  designing and creating prints, as well as using specialist 
techniques and tools to transfer images from moulds to variety of  
surfaces. 

she has expertise in various printmaking methods including etching, 
block printing, woodcuts, silk-screening, and lithography. 

elizabeth is an excellent communicator with an affinity for working in 
collaboration with other artists. Through the medium of  printmaking 
and experimental techniques, she helps transform creative ideas 
into visual images. 

elizabeth has delivered print workshops to many remote areas  of  
Far North Queensland and worked with indigenous artists from the 
region. elizabeth currently works as a freelance professional artist/
Printmaker.
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Nikeema Williams
Nikeema is an emerging indigenous artist with cultural connec-
tions to the Torres strait islands.

she describes herself  as an urban indigenous artist, “i grew up 
in Cairns which isn’t so much a city as it is a regional town. Cairns 
is not my family’s traditional land, so therefore i wasn’t brought 
up with a lot of  tradition or cultural knowledge.”

a lot of  her art is about being an indigenous girl who grew up in 
an urban society, surrounded by Western influences, within which 
she is still trying to find her identity. her work is about not being 
‘white’ or ‘black’ enough, being light-skinned is a big issue.

“breaking down stereotypes in my art is a big thing for me; i 
get frustrated because there is no set way of  being or looking 
aboriginal or Torres strait islander.” 

her ‘Connections’ series is a portrayal of  female connection to 
land and nature, as well as emphasising the disconnect.

“a lot of  the girls i photographed were from different regions 
and tribal groups, and of  different ages as well, so it was nice to 
show the diverse and unique beauty of  girls.”

Nikeema will be conducting a workshop on features of  
indigenous australian art.
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Bernard Singleton
bernard lee singleton is a Djabuguy/yirrgay man who carries 
many stories and customs from his homelands in the coastal 
rainforests of  Cairns.

visual art is just a small part of  bernard’s cultural practices. 
he also specialises in traditional tools and hunting weapons, 
recreations of  aboriginal artefacts and also is a very strong 
practitioner of  traditional dance as a form of  storytelling and 
knowledge.

“The way our old people, our ancestors, passed knowledge down 
to us... we must do the same now for our next generations.”

“everyday i am inspired by the natural beauty and the rich 
cultural history everywhere around us. our creation stories 
and our sacred places surround us. making tools and artefacts 
means i only have to drive or walk a short distance to gather 
materials. We live in a beautiful part of  the world and sometimes 
we forget that. sometimes we just need to go walkabout on 
country away from everything and just sit in the rainforest or 
a creek or on the beach next to a fire and basically reset. Go 
barefoot and connect with the land”

bernard will use this workshop to reveal his connections to 
country and to the tropical landscape surrounding Cairns. 
he will uncover his indigenous culture and explain the signs, 
symbols and colours used in his art-making.
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Art Exhibition
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ricky beresford 
‘monsoonal blues (end to the wet)’, 2015

100cm x 60cm, acrylic, pencil and digital 
print on paper

only people who live and breathe the 
tropics truly understand a ‘Wet season’. 
The weight and tension of  the heat and 
humidity in the build up. The sense of  
relief  and excitement when the rain 
eventually comes. Then the frustration 
and resentment as the deluge drags on.

experiencing the ‘Wet’ is physically and 
emotionally demanding. my intention with 
this work was to capture that moment 
when the monsoonal blues arrive. When 
playing in the rain stops being fun and you 
simply wish the sun would return.
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mollie bosworth 
‘Forest blueprint 1’, 2015

290mm x 420mm, Cyanotype monoprint on 
watercolour paper

living within a rainforest setting, my work 
often reflects the abundance and intensive 
layering of  my surroundings. i am inspired by 
the strong light and shade within the tropical 
forest and i attempt to capture this in my work. 
i enjoy using solar light to develop shapes and 
shades in cyanotype photographic images. by 
shifting elements in the image, building layers 
or changing positions to the sun, i endeavour 
to control light and develop blueprint images 
on the paper.
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magda Cordingley 
‘stairway to heaven’, 2015

400mm x 300mm, mixed mediums - water 
colour pencils, pen & ink on paper

Numerous cultures tell of  a magical ladder 
linking earth to heaven upon which angels 
ascend and descend and the righteous 
climb after death. stunning, man-made 
stairways to heaven exist in hawaii, mexico, 
China and egypt. The theme continues in 
modern books, films and songs featuring 
joyful humans dancing or floating their way 
upward. yet humans are the only beings 
who inflict pain for the pleasure of  doing 
it using sport, and sometimes inherited 
values as an excuse. my stairway to heaven 
invites the creatures to ascend.
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barbara Dover 
‘missing #1’, 2015

740mm x 760mm, Paper, collage and thread

This work reflects my anxiety about the 
pressures on the Great barrier reef  that 
fringes Cairns, where i live. While tourists 
come to enjoy its beauty, i am concerned 
about the increasing threats to the reef  and 
the marine animals, including sharks and 
turtles, such as climate change, declining 
water quality, coastal development, rising sea 
levels, illegal fishing and marine debris, which 
are endangering the reef  and its inhabitants.
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anna eglitis 
Tropical Coastline, 2014

55 X 34cm, hand coloured linocut

The cliffs that edge the land are strong above 
the sands and the sea surviving eternal seasons 
and tropical storms

Where the land meets the sea began the day, i 
was born in suva.
my images today evolve directly from my life in the 
tropics, exploring the unreal beauty of  the coral 
reef  that extends up the coast past Cairns to the 
Torres strait.
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margaret Genever 
‘a circus of  the north 1’, 2015

760mm x 560mm, lithograph

i live in a very beautiful place, far north Queensland, 
and i am concerned about climate change and the 
effect it will have on the environment everywhere 
but especially in my region.  my work focuses on 
the relationship between animals and humans. This 
exhibition provides a vehicle to explore the topic of  
climate change and the circus-like debate which is 
taking place, where it seems that humanity on the 
whole wishes to do as little as possible, as late as 
possible, never if  possible.
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andrea huelin 
‘Wet Day Crossing 1’, 2015

420mm x 594mm

oil on paper

i’ve lived in the tropics for 20 years, but 
i still find the monsoonal rain of  the wet 
season dramatic and a bit unnerving. in 
these paintings, i have painted wet on wet 
with oil paint, creating a slippery distortion 
of  the scene as viewed through a wet 
windscreen in a downpour.
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elizabeth hunter 
Tropical life, 2015

Tropic life; is a large 5 plate colour etching that was inspired by visiting the 
botanical gardens in Cairns. The diversity of  flowers, the colours, shapes, 
size and textures makes one feel as if  they are walking through a surreal 
garden. Frequenting this space are small birds, which flitter and flash their 
own dazzling brilliance of  colour and movement. Tropic life is but a small 
captured moment of  this eternal brilliance of  life in the tropics.

elizabeth hunter is a highly creative professional with over 25 years of  
international experience in the areas of  designing and creating prints as well as 
using specialist techniques and tools to transfer images from moulds to variety 
of  surfaces. she exhibits proven expertise in etching, block printing, woodcuts, 
silk-screening, and lithography. elizabeth is an excellent communicator with an 
affinity towards working in collaboration with other artists through the medium of  
printmaking and experimental techniques transforming creative ideas into visual 
images. 
over the past five years elizabeth has collaborated with and delivered print 
workshops to many remote areas and indigenous artists within Tropical Far 
North Queensland and the Torres strait islands, firstly as the master printmaker 
of  Djumbunji Press, Kickarts Contemporary art Gallery Cairns. elizabeth currently 
works as a freelance professional artist/Printmaker.Ph
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arone meeks 
‘impact’, 2015

55.5cm x 76cm, screen-print

This series of  work, talks of  Capt. Cook, recharting 
of  the east coat of  australia, the cyclonic nature 
of  the environment and the unique wildlife that 
exists here and importantly my connection to my 
country laura.

arone won an australia Council fellowship to study 
in Paris in 1989 and went on to exhibit throughout 
europe, asia and North and south america. and is 
collected by most National Galleries and museums.
he says:  “Printmaking has given me another 
medium of  creativity to explore. The directness 
and fluid qualities of  line, have made it possible to 
introduce a freshness and immediacy to my work”.
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andrea Num Glover 
‘over the rainforest with one ear listening’, 2014

Paper size 280mm x 380mm, image size 145mm x 194mm 
1/20 archival pigment print & collage (ten available)

‘over the rainforest with one ear listening’ refers to the multidimensional, 
experiential quality when hovering over the canopy from a chair-lift cable.
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hannah Parker 
‘bottom of  the sea’, 2015

100cm x 50cm, etching and screenprint

The imagery and colours are reminiscent of  the 
past, where past cultures, languages, and stories 
are disappearing, still visible if  we are prepared 
to dive deep enough to find their remnants.
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sue Plos 
‘mangroves - The mystery within’, 2013

80cm x 50cm, hand coloured etching

mangroves not only are the species that form the 
living change between land and sea, they are a 
metaphor for how we are changing our views of  
the landscape we inhabit. What was once seen 
as a cluster of  straggly trees in mud is now 
recognised as an essential and beautiful part of  
the coastal ecosystem.
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Fiona Price 
‘Threatened 1/2’, 2015

35cm x 35cm, Drawing

Flying Foxes and Frogs are vulnerable 
and have dwindled to a fraction of  their 
population in the past 30 years. They are 
at risk of  losing their habitat to climate 
change, forest clearing, electrocution and 
in some areas, deliberate culling. humans 
continue their relentless attacks on these 
beautiful creatures, despite both Frogs and 
Flying Foxes being essential to the health of  
the rainforest and the future of  our planet.
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buck richardson 
‘star of  Dysdercus’, 2015

60cm x 60cm, mediated Digital photo

Tropical Queensland is where the natural 
wonders of  reef  and rainforest meet as two 
World heritage areas of  international renown 
for their extraordinary biodiversity. as a photo/
digital artist i share my passion for the region’s 
secret nightlife in particular. The little creatures 
- moths, beetles and shield bugs  - fill my 
palette with an infinite array of  forms, colours 
and patterns.
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rose rigley 
‘heat wave i (before the rain)’, 2015

200mm x 170mm x 65mm (closed), 200mm x 1840mm (open), Concertina artist book - 
mixed media encaustic on 300gsm fabriano

heat wave focuses on the psychological, physical and emotional effects of  living through a 
tropical summer. There is no escaping the repeated cycle of  stifling heat and oppressive 
humidity as the atmosphere builds towards an inevitable downpour. With summer 
approaching once again, rigley ponders the harshness of  a climate which creates such a 
beautiful environment and anticipates the unavoidable reality of  what the ‘wet’ season brings.

rose rigley is a mixed media artist based 
in far north Queensland, australia. utilising 
sculptural assemblage, encaustic and 
artist books, her practice focuses on the 
human condition with a particular emphasis 
on memory and finding a narrative in the 
ordinary and mundane. in the personal, 
rigley seeks to find the universal.
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my fibre work provides me with material evidence of  this land, where i am from, 
and my growth as an individual. my artwork invites questions, interpretations, 
and interacts with the viewer and the tropical environment. 
i am passionate about natural fibres and the hand woven. i marry sustainability, 
design and tradition with a low-key palette and a light hearted approach. i love 
the playfulness of  working with many different materials.

Toni rogers 
‘under the scorching sun’, 2015

25mm x 20mm, handmade paper, plant fibre, silk and linen thread

The response to the land, especially the Tropics where i live, its biodiversity 
and its flora and fauna, has facilitated this process and the unique blend of  
cultures has provided a large design vocabulary from which i am able to work.
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robyn rollston 
‘mangrove drama i’, 2015

690mm x 560mm, acrylic on paper

in addressing the theme of  creativity in the 
tropics, i could not go past the significance 
of  the mangroves, an extremely productive, 
vital eco-system, nature at its most creative. 
The mangroves are eerie and awe inspiring. 
They have a real sense of  drama, hence the 
inclusion of  images of  local actors engaged 
in role-play on this unusual stage. This work 
hopes to demonstrate a balance between 
environmental and human creativity.
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Teho ropeyarn 
‘ayuva ivadha ava angkamuthi (my Father’s Country angkamuthi)’, 2012

120cm x 80cm (paper), 109cm x 72cm (image), vinylcut print on paper, 
edition of  30

The language spoken is injinoo ikya, a dialect of  the four main clan groups 
who are the angkamuthi (fresh water turtle totem), yadhaykana (crocodile 
totem), atambaya (dingo totem) and Gudang (land goanna totem) tribal clans 
that make up the injinoo traditional lands, and together forms the apudthama 
Nations.

This piece is based on my ivadha (Father’s) country with connection to his 
tribal clan angkamuthi and totem being uwinthyn the fresh water turtle. The 
ankgamuthi clan holds seven yati (rivers) and provided for seven tribes.

The symbols in this image relates to wangutpu (white clay) body ceremonial 
markings and this is painted on us when we participate in the shake-a-leg 
dance performing injinoo stories of  the four clans: angkamuthi, yadhaykana, 
atambaya and Gudang.

The long oval spirit stream with detailed designs holds elements of  stories or 
symbolism relating to the angkamuthi clan’s environment including the land, 
sea, rivers and creeks and animals.
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Joel’s family, from both his mothers and fathers side, is 
from saibai island in the Torres straits. after the war, in the 
1940s, Joel’s great great grandfather and all his brothers 
made the decision to move from saibai island to bamaga. 
Joel’s great great grandfather stayed a little bit longer 
on saibai to care for his father, and then later joined his 
brothers who had already moved their families to bamaga. 
Joel tells this story in one of  his linocut prints called 
“exodus”.  Joel, who is of  the sui beizam clan group, was 
born on Waiben (Thursday) island but from very young, was 
raised in bamaga, where he lived all his life until he came 
down to live in Cairns. 
Joel is skilled in and practises many different art forms such 
as carving, lino cut printing, batik, screen printing, etching, 
painting and marble sculpture. Joel learnt the art of  carving 
from his grandfather and uncles, who were all master 
carvers and carved traditional stuff  like Dugongs, fish, etc.
although his carving skills were learnt from his grandfather 
and his skills in other art forms were taught to him by his 
uncles, Joel has also completed formal visual arts schooling 
through TaFe in Cairns, which saw him completing his 
certificates and finishing his course in 2004.

Joel sam 
Thabu Tutuwam (snake scales), 2010

etching / Chine Colle`

snake is one of  the Totems of  Joel’s family.
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bernard singleton 
‘Damarri Guyala-djada’, 2015

60cm x 85cm, Flat acrylic on Paper

Djabuguy creation story from the barron river about the Two 
storywater brothers who came from the north and taught us 
our language, lore, moiety systems, how to hunt and fish. These 
ancestral beings bring us our wet and dry seasons, Gurrabana 
and Gurraminya.

bernard lee singleton was born in Cairns and raised in Coen, a 
small aboriginal community in Cape york Peninsula of  Far Northern 
Queensland. bernard’s mother is a Djabuguy woman born in mona 
mona mission and his father is of  umpila (east Coast Cape york) 
and of  yirrkandji man from yarrabah mission.
bernard has been painting and drawing since childhood. his 
style evolved from his exposure to sacred sites and artefacts 
from a young age. he recalls always being with his father, an 
archaeological relics ranger, and mother, a very knowledgeable 
rainforest woman, to many aboriginal sites and story places. it is 
these experiences that inspire his choice of  vibrant earth colours 
in his artwork. each piece of  art reflects a story or legend, an 
interpretation of  daily life or hunting, gathering or a traditional 
practice, most of  which are generations old.
an emerging artist and part time cultural performer, bernard 
continues his work through numerous art or cultural projects in 
the Cairns area. he also travels throughout australia and overseas 
as an ambassador for his country and to represent his people.
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brian underwood 
yarrabah by the sea, 2009

etching printed in 3 coloured plates.

Courtesy the artist and Kickarts 
Contemporary arts. From the sting in 
the Tail series by yindinji and yarrabah 
traditional owners of  the Cairns region.
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Jennifer valmadre 
‘stomping ground 1 & 2 (as a set)’, 2015

570cm x 770cm (each), mixed media on paper

The title and works of  stomping ground play with meaning: to stomp ground flat and the social 
history we all have with place.

my family origins are of  settlement; the clearing of  the land for habitation, ownership and 
production. We cleared, cut and stomped the tropical rainforest into a farm. The works look at this 
parcelling up of  land into manageable paddocks, it neither condones nor condemns but reflects; as 
in just two generations my stomping ground is now the rainforest and i take great joy in its disorder.
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sasi victoire 
Poinciana summer, 2015

650mm x 550cm, monoprint

The coastline between Clifton beach and 
Palm beach in the Northern beaches area 
in Cairns provides a spectacularly inspiring 
platform to challenge myself  as an artist.

The Poinciana with its splash of  colour 
heralds the beginning of  summer in the 
Tropics but the flowering patterns seem 
to be altering each year to be earlier 
than usual. This heralds new changes in 
climatic conditions.
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melissa Waters 
‘Wet Days i’, 460mm x 335mm

540cm x 390cm, acrylic paints and inks

Wet Days i and ii on paper are my exploration to 
express the shades, patterns and shapes of  my 
tropical environment with inks and paints to create 
flowing and spontaneous images compared to my more 
formalised sculpture and collage. i enjoy the play in art, 
the experimentation of  materials, seeing what can be 
achieved and how the materials that can be used.

landscape has always been important in my art as it 
conveys place and time.  The tropic zone in australia is 
a precious region that we need to protect at all costs.  
We should be aware of  what is happening with climate 
change and that we need to step up and play our part. 
it is important to speak out to make changes now 
rather than pretending it is not happening.
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Nickeema Williams 
Connections 2, 2014

Nickeema is a highly multidisciplinary visual artist, 
photographer and designer. she uses whatever 
materials she can get her hands on whether its ink, 
acrylics, watercolour, graphite. Fixated on this idea 
of  identity and living in a westernised society, a 
completely different environment to her ancestors. 
in high school she started to develop my own 
style and themes. she began to really think about 
herself. William’s art is personal and her way of  
exploring and expressing her culture. being a 
young light skinned indigenous woman trying to 
reestablish the loss of  cultural knowledge, her 
works tends to influenced by racism, urbanisation, 
land, and nature, family history, stereotypes/ 
appearance and connections both spiritually and 
emotionally.
her dream is to continue on practicing and 
teaching, bring art to rural communities and one 
day being a professional artist/designer and be 
internationally shown.




